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Five design examples are provided to illustrate our proposed ap-
proach. The specifications and the peak stopband attenuation achieved
for each examples are tabulated in Table I. The lattice or ladder
coefficients and the extension block coefficients for each of the
examples are tabulated in Table II. The frequency responses of the
analysis filters are shown in Fig. 4. All the design examples are
verified to be perfect reconstruction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel approach for the design of two channel
PR filter banks employing linear phase FIR filters. The problem
of factorizing the pair of polyphase components[Ej0(z); Ej1(z)]
for each filter is first examined. This differs from existing work
[9]–[14], where bothH0(z) and H1(z) of a PR filter bank were
considered in the factorization of the polyphase matrixEEE(z) =
[Ejl(z)], 0 � j; l � 1. We showed that under PR condition,
the low-pass and high-pass filters must share a common set of
generic blocks (either lattice or ladder blocks). Based on this result,
a broad class of PR linear phase FIR banks (including all previously
reported cases) can be easily obtained by reordering those cascaded
structures synthesizing the polyphase components of each filter. Our
procedure determines the coefficients of the filter banks in a reverse
order in comparison with existing works [9]–[15], without the need
for additional transformation [13], [16]. As the PR condition is
“structurally” ensured, unconstrained optimization techniques can be
used to obtain the coefficients.
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A Direct Method for the Design of
2-D Nonseparable Filter Banks

Wu-Sheng Lu, Andreas Antoniou, and Hua Xu

Abstract—A direct approach for the design of 2-D nonseparable
diamond-shaped filter banks is proposed. The design goal is achieved
by formulating the problem as an iterative quadratic programming
problem in which the perfect reconstruction condition is incorporated in a
weighted quadratic objective function. Satisfactory stopband attenuation
is assured by imposing a set of constraints on the amplitude response of
the low-pass analysis filter. Formulas for the exact and efficient evaluation
of the objective function are derived, which facilitate precise and efficient
function evaluations. The brief concludes with two design examples that
illustrate the proposed design method.

Index Terms—2-D diamond-shaped digital filters, filter banks, opti-
mization.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the important classes of two-dimensional (2-D) filter
banks is the class of nonseparable diamond-shaped filter banks [1],
[2]. A low-pass 2-D filter with a diamond-shaped passband retains
significant horizontal as well as vertical frequency components while
rejecting less important diagonal frequency components. Filter banks
of this type have been applied to image and video compression and
HDTV with satisfactory results [3]–[5]. Many of the existing methods
for the design of 2-D nonseparable filter banks are based on the
application of transformations to one-dimensional (1-D) prototype
filters [3], [5]–[9], and are referred to as indirect methods here. A
direct method for the design of these filter banks by using linear
programming is described in [10].

The purpose of this brief is to propose a new direct approach for the
design of 2-D nonseparable diamond-shaped filter banks. To achieve
reconstruction error and intra-band error minimization, we employ an
objective function which is a weighted sum of two error components.
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Fig. 1. 2-D diamond-shaped filter bank.

This objective function turns out to be a fourth-order function of the
filter coefficients. Constraints on the maximum stopband error in the
low-pass analysis filter are imposed to achieve improved stopband
attenuation. To solve this nonlinear constrained optimization problem
efficiently, a technique similar to the one used in the design of 1-D
filter banks [11]–[13] is used to modify the objective function into a
quadratic function with positive definite Hessian matrix. Furthermore,
analytic formulas are derived to evaluate the terms involved in the
modified objective function. These formulas facilitate precise and
efficient function evaluations as compared to summing up a large
number of discretized terms, which would be time consuming and
inevitably introduce additional errors into the design. As a result,
the design problem at hand is reduced to an iterative quadratic
programming problem which can be solved by using, for example,
the active set method [14], [15]. Two examples are given to illustrate
the design method proposed and to compare it to the unconstrained
least-squares design. These design examples demonstrate that the
availability of the weight in the objective function and the constraints
on the stopband attenuation of the low-pass analysis filter render the
approach more flexible, and enable the designer to choose between
low peak reconstruction error for the filter bank and high minimum
stopband attenuation for the individual filters.

II. PROPOSEDDESIGN METHOD

A. Formulation of the Objective Function

A 2-D nonseparable diamond-shaped filter bank can be represented
by the system shown in Fig. 1. The ideal frequency response of the
analysis low-pass filterH0 is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). After filtering
by the analysis filters,the signals are quincunx downsampled as
shown in Fig. 2(b), where half of the samples are discarded. At
the reconstruction end, the signals are upsampled by inserting zero
values between adjacent samples. Analytically the input and output
relationship of the filter bank can be expressed as

X̂(z1; z2)

=
1

2
H0(z1; z2)F0(z1; z2)

+H1(z1; z2)F1(z1; z2)]X(z1; z2)

+
1

2
[H0(�z1; �z2)F0(z1; z2) +H1(�z1; �z2)F1(z1; z2)

�X(�z1; �z2) (1)

where the first term represents the input signal component and the
second term represents the aliasing component. If

H1(z1; z2) = z
�1

1 H0(�z1; �z2) (2a)

F0(z1; z2) =H0(z1; z2) (2b)

F1(z1; z2) = z1H0(�z1; �z2) (2c)

the aliasing term in (1) is cancelled and (1) becomes

X̂(z1; z2) = [H2

0 (z1; z2) +H
2

0 (�z1; �z2)]X(z1; z2): (3)

So if the condition

H
2

0 (!1; !2) +H
2

0 (!1 + �; !2 + �) = 1 (4)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Ideal frequency response and quincunx downsampling.

is satisfied for�� � !1 � �;�� � !2 � �, then the output signal
will be a replica of the input signal.

Assuming that the region of support of filterH0 is a (2N1 � 1)�
(2N2� 1) rectangle centered at the origin of the(n1; n2) plane and
its impulse responseh(n1; n2) for n1 = �(N1 � 1); � � � ; N1 � 1
andn2 = �(N2 � 1); � � � ; N2 � 1 is of quadrantal symmetry, then
the frequency response of filterH0 can be expressed as [16]

H0(!1; !2) =

N �1

n =0

N �1

n =0

a(n1; n2) cos(n1!1) cos(n2!2)

=hhh
T
c(!1; !2) (5)
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Fig. 3. Stopband region of filterH0.

where

a(0; 0) =h(0; 0)

a(n1; 0) =2h(n1; 0);

a(0; n2) = 2h(0; n2);

a(n1; n2) = 4h(n1; n2);

for 1 � n1 � N1 � 1

for 1 � n2 � N2 � 1

for 1 � ni � (Ni � 1)

i = 1; 2

and

hhh = [a(0; 0) a(1; 0) � � � a(N1 � 1; 0) a(0; 1) � � �

a(N1 � 1; 1) � � � a(N1 � 1; N2 � 1)]T :

Vectorccc(!1; !2) is a column vector whoseith entry can be expressed
as c(i) = cos p(i)!2 � cos q(i)!1 with p(i) = int[(i � 1)=N1] and
q(i) = i � 1� int[(i� 1)=N1] � N1 for 1 � i � N1 �N2.

As for the 1-D case, there are two requirements for a 2-D
analysis/synthesis system, namely, perfect reconstruction error and
intra-band aliasing minimization. To satisfy these requirements, an
objective function can be formed as

E = E1 + �E2 (6)

where� > 0 is a weight and the first error componentE1, defined as

E1

=
�

0

�

0

H2
0 (!1; !2) +H2

0 (!1 + �; !2 + �)� 1
2

d!1 d!2

is used to approximate perfect reconstruction and the second error
componentE2, defined as

E2 =



H2
0 (!1; !2)d!1 d!2

is used to reduce intra-band aliasing. The region of integration
s
is the shaded area in Fig. 3, which corresponds to the stopband of
filter H0.

B. Iterative Design Technique

Here we use an iterative method in which the error functionE in
(6) is modified as

E0 = E0

1 + �E0

2 (7)

where

E0

1 =
�

0

�

0

[H0(!1; !2)G0(!1; !2) +H0(!1 + �; !2 + �)

�G0(!1 + �; !2 + �)� 1]2d!1 d!2

and

E0

2 =



G2
0(!)d!1 d!2:

Like filter H0, filter G0 is a low-pass FIR filter of the same order with
quadrantally symmetrical impulse response and a frequency response
G0(!1; !2) = gggT ccc(!1; !2) where ggg is a column vector whose
elements are the values of the impulse response of filterG0. In order
to assure a satisfactory stopband attenuation in filterG0, we impose
the constraint

jG0(e
j! ; ej! )j � �s for (!1; !2) 2 
̂s (8)

where
̂s denotes a discrete set of sampling points in region
s and
�s is the maximum error allowed in the stopband of filterG0. By
using (5), (8) can be written as

cccT (!1; !2)ggg � �s and � cccT (!1; !2)ggg � �s (9)

for (!1; !2) 2 
̂s. If 
̂s containsK points(!1i; !2i), 1 � i � K,
then the2K constraints in (9) can be expressed in matrix notation as

CgCgCg � �seee (10)

where

CCC =

cccT (!11; !21)
�cT (!11; !21)

...
cccT (!1K ; !2K)

�cT (!1K; !2K) 2K�N N

and eee =

1
1
...
1
1 2K�1

:

To start the iteration, we design a 2-D diamond-shaped low-pass filter
with a conventional 2-D FIR filter design method [16], and use its
coefficients to form the initialhhh. After extensive manipulation, it can
be shown thatE0 in (7) can be written in terms of a quadratic form
of ggg as

E0 = gggT (UUU + �UUU s)ggg � 2hTBgBgBg + �2 (11)

whereBBB = fbij ; 1 � i; j � N1N2g with

bij =
�2

2
f�[p(i) + p(j)] + �[p(i)� p(j)]g

� f�[q(i) + q(j)] + �[q(i)� q(j)]g: (12a)

In the above equations,�(k) is the unit impulse andUUU is given by
UUU = fuij ; 1 � i; j � N1N2g with

uij =2

N �1

n =0

N �1

n =0

N �1

m =0

N �1

m =0

h(n1; n2)h(m1; m2)

� [1 + (�1)m +m +p(i)+q(j)] � I[n1; m1; q(i); q(j)]

� I[n2; m2; p(i); p(j)] (12b)

where

I(n1; n2; n3; n4) =
�

0

cosn1! cosn2! cosn3! cosn4! d!:

(12c)

To evaluateUUUs, we note from Fig. 3 that

E0

2 = gggT
�

!

�

��(! �! )

c(!1; !2)c
T (!1; !2)d!1 d!2 ggg

where!s is the stopband edge and henceUUUs = fu
(s)
ij ; 1 � i; j �

N1N2g with u
(s)
ij = �ij=4, and

�ij =
�

!

cos p(i) + p(j) !2 + cos p(i)� p(j) !2 d!2

�
�

��(! �! )

cos q(i) + q(j) !1 + cos q(i)� q(j) !1

� d!1: (12d)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Amplitude response of filterH0 for Example 1 and (b) amplitude
response of filterH1 for Example 1.

SinceUUUTUUU +�UUUT
s UUUs is positive definite,E0 is a strictly globally

convex quadratic function, and minimizingE0 subject to constraints
(9) is a typicalquadratic programming(QP) problem which can be
solved efficiently by using the active set method [14], [15]. Having
obtainedggg, linear interpolation can be used to updatehhh as

hhh := (1� �)hhh+ �ggg (13)

where � is a smoothing parameter in the range0 < � < 1. The
above process is repeated untilkhhh � gggk is less than a prescribed
tolerance. The design procedure can now be summarized in terms of
the following algorithm.

Algorithm:

Step 1: Use a conventional method (e.g., the singular-value de-
composition method) to design a 2-D,(2N1�1)�(2N2�
1) diamond-shaped FIR filter and use its impulse response
as the initialhhh.

Step 2: CalculateBBB andUUUs using (12a) and (12d), respectively.
Step 3: Use (12b) to formUUU and solve the QP problem

minimize E
0 = ggg

T (UUU + �UUU s)ggg � 2hhhTBgBgBg + �
2 (14a)

subject to CgCgCg � �seee: (14b)

Step 4: If khhh� gggk < �, where� is a prescribed tolerance, output
ggg as the design result and stop. Otherwise, updatehhh using
(13) and repeat from Step 3.

Several comments on the above design algorithm are now in
order. MatricesBBB andUUU s can be pre-calculated as soon asN1; N2,
and !s are determined; this would make the design algorithm
computationally more efficient. In addition, the integrals involved in
determining the elements ofUUU can be pre-calculated and stored in an
array which can be loaded for use when the iteration starts. Note that
BBB; UUUs, andUUU are all symmetrical matrices and, therefore, only about
half of their entries need to be computed. Our numerical experiments
indicate that a value of� around 0.5 leads the fastest convergence.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Amplitude response of filterH0 for Example 2. (b) amplitude
response of filterH1 for Example 2.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS OF FILTER BANKS

III. D ESIGN EXAMPLES

We now present two design examples to illustrate the proposed
algorithm. The design parameters wereN1 = N2 = 8; � =
0:001; � = 0:5; !s = 1:2; �s = 0:016; � = 10�3 for Example
1 and N1 = N2 = 9; � = 0:001; � = 0:5; !s = 1:2; �s =
0:01; � = 10�3 for Example 2. The perfect reconstruction perfor-
mance of the filter banks obtained was evaluated in terms of the
peak reconstruction error PRE= max! ;! j20 log

10
[H2

0 (!1; !2)+
H2

0 (!1 + �; !2 + �)] j. The stopband attenuation of the individual
filters was evaluated in terms of the minimum stopband attenuation
MSA = min! ;! 2
 [�20 log

10
jH0(!1; !2)j ]:

To compare the results obtained with constraints (14b) to those
obtained without these constraints, the designs were first carried out
by applying the algorithm described in Section II-B. The constraints
in (14b) were formulated on a set
̂s consisting of 15 points that are
evenly placed in region
s (see Fig. 3). The results obtained are listed
in the top half of Table I. Next, Step 3 of the algorithm was modified
by dropping the constraints in (14b). In this case, the vectorggg that
minimizes (14a) is given byggg = (UUU + �UUU s)

�1BhBhBh. The modified
algorithm was applied to redesign the two filter banks and the results
obtained are listed in the bottom half of Table I. It is observed
that the QP problem with constraints (14b) improves the stopband
attenuation significantly compared to that obtained with the weighted
least-squares design but at the expense of a slight increase in PRE. As
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TABLE II
COEFFICIENTS OFH0(z1; z2) FOR EXAMPLE 1

can be seen in Table I, the algorithm with constraints (14b) converged
after 11 and 19 iterations for Examples 1 and 2, respectively. The
amplitude responses of filtersH0 and H1 for Examples 1 and 2
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The coefficient matrix of
filter H0, fh(7 � i; 7 � j); 0 � i; j � 7g, for Example 1 using
constrained optimization is given in Table II.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A direct method for the design of 2-D nonseparable diamond-
shaped filter banks has been proposed. The method is based on an
iterative quadratic programming technique that leads to an efficient
design algorithm. The availability of parameter� and the linear
inequality constraints on the stopband attenuation of filterH0 render
the approach more flexible and enable the designer to choose between
low PRE in the filter bank and high MSA in the individual filters.
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A Subband Adaptive Filter With the
Statistically Optimum Analysis Filter Bank

Yoshito Higa, Hiroshi Ochi, and Shigenori Kinjo

Abstract—Conventional subband adaptive digital filters using filter
banks have shown degradation in their performance because of the
nonideal nature of analysis filters. For this problem, we propose two
kinds of subband adaptive digital filters. The first one has the statistically
optimum analysis filter bank which minimizes error signals. This first
method, however, needs some statistics of the signals; therefore, we
propose another type of subband adaptive digital filter which requires
no a priori knowledge of the statistics regarding the signals. Computer
simulations are also given in order to show the efficiency of the proposed
subband adaptive digital filters.

Index Terms—Filter bank, multirate signal processing, statistical anal-
ysis, subband adaptive digital filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an interest in adaptive signal
processing applications that require filters with very long impulse
responses; for example, several thousands of FIR (Finite Impulse
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